
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The upsurge of undocumented women and children flowing into the Texas from Central 
America ignited a contentious national debate on how to address the political and 
humanitarian implications of dealing with a new class of the most vulnerable immigrants. 
 
San Antonio Express-News photography coverage began Jan. 29, 2014, with a 
captivating photograph of a young immigrant who died crossing the badlands of South 
Texas, just hours from San Antonio. A volunteer with Angeles del Desierto (Angels of 
the Desert) adorned the prostate body with a makeshift cross made of twigs from the 
brush. The event only witnessed by a handful of observers was a precursor of humanity 
preparing to make the treacherous journey from their home countries of El Salvador, 
Honduras, Guatemala and Mexico. 
 
Rumors of the human tidal wave began to make regional and state news in the early 
months of 2014. The alarming number of mothers and infants making the trek thousands 
of miles away began to concern social and immigration advocacy groups and conversely 
anger political conservatives, anti-immigration groups and bands of armed militias in 
Texas. 
 
Express-news staffers Bob Owen, Jerry Lara and Lisa Krantz created an exceptional body 
of documentary photography covering the mass migration from the Honduran-Salvadoran 
border, Guatemala and Mexico to the United States. 
 
Owen and Lara documented the dangerous trip from these countries chronically the very 
personal stories of these unwilling travelers. The Central Americans were driven from 
their countries by political upheaval and domestic violence but most fled the increasing 
influence of violent drug cartels and notorious gangs of Honduras and Guatemala.  Many 
arrived in Mexico to face the terroristic threats of the murderous Zetas and the Gulf, 
Sinaloa, and Tijuana cartels. The number of immigrants kidnapped and ultimately killed 
along the way may never be known. 
 
Many immigrants upon reaching Mexico rode the rails atop  “la bestia (the beast) – the 
infamous train system heading northward into Mexico City. Owen photographed one of 
the many immigrants who lost his legs after falling under a moving train. 
 
The dramatic photography essay included a story of the family of a 15-year-old boy who 
died along the Rio Grande after crossing into Texas in early July.  Closer to home, Owen 
covered the modern-day version of the Underground Railroad in San Antonio. A local 
woman – ironically, also undocumented – made it her mission to help immigrants 
released from federal detention find their way to other parts of the country to join family 



members. This ‘immigration angel” provided them with spending money, bus fare, 
housing and clothing until they could continue on their trip. 
 
Other intimate moments not included in the 20-picture entry are photographs of a 
pregnant girl traveling from El Salvador with her boyfriend and young gay Honduran 
man fleeing an abusive home environment. The story of an 11-year-old boy abandoned 
by his parents and travelling alone was especially heartbreaking. 
 
The telling of this very complex and multifaceted story required the beautifully crafted 
storytelling photography that the three photographers were able to bring their unique 
style. 
 
The San Antonio Express-News proudly nominates Bob Owen, Jerry Lara and Lisa 
Krantz for the Pulitzer Prize in Feature Photography for their compelling and intimate 
portrayal of an event that affected hundreds of thousands of people on each side of the 
border. 
 
 
 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
Mike Leary 
 
 
 
 


